
Questions for Rupert Clubb: Lewes Town Partnership 
members meeting 13 October 2010 – with answers provided 
after the meeting  
 
 

I gather that the review in Eastbourne was only interested in adding more streets to the scheme. Is the Lewes 
Review to be any different? We are desperate at the top end of the town to have more parking for shoppers. Would 
the ESCC consider a one way east bound traffic flow along the High Street, so that one side of the street could be 
given over to shopper’s parking for, say two hours. It would give more spaces, which could off set the reduced fees 
charges, as I would think £1 for two hours would attract long lost shoppers to the town. One authority dismisses the 
top end of town as secondary trading, but we do not pay secondary rates or have reduced parking fees to reflect that 
loss of importance.  
Stephen Wischhusan, Caitlins  
 
Answer: We recognize that the ‘top end’ of Lewes High Street has relatively little parking. Before the current controls 
were introduce, much of the limited parking that was available was occupied by all-day parkers and, as a result, 
many shoppers were unable to park and business was undoubtedly lost. The congestion caused by indiscriminate 
parking detracted from the environment, made it difficult for businesses to receive deliveries and caused 
unpredictable delays for buses.  This acted as a further disincentive to shoppers and visitors and added to the 
problems experienced by businesses.  
 
The parking controls and management regime that were introduced in 2004 ensure that the available parking space 
is used as intensively as possible so that, over the course of a day, the maximum numbers of people get a chance to 
park close to the premises they wish to visit. The County Council has also made parking at County Hall available to 
the general public and at weekends there is plenty of space. Receiving deliveries, although seldom easy, is generally 
easier than before, congestion is reduced, the environment better and public transport runs more reliably.  
 
In historic towns with narrow streets, one-way systems are sometimes unavoidable but they are seldom desirable in 
their own right.  In the case suggested, westbound traffic, including shoppers and delivery vehicles, wishing to visit 
the top end of the High Street would face a long and tortuous detour (via Southover and Winterbourne) and 
westbound bus passengers would get nowhere near the upper High Street. Not only would this be damaging for the 
areas receiving the diverted traffic, it would be counter-productive in terms of the declared objective of encouraging 
people to visit the High Street and would change the character of the area for the worse. Whilst businesses trading in 
a narrow historic town will always face special challenges, they do benefit from the unique ambience of the area and 
it is this which attracts many visitors to this part of Lewes.  
 
The parking review in Lewes – as in Eastbourne – has no predetermined outcome. It is a genuine attempt to 
establish whether any fine tuning of the scheme would be beneficial. If people want the scheme to be extended that 
will be considered. If they don’t it won’t.   

 
  
I run The Tom Paine Printing Press, opposite the Bull House, in Lewes High Street. I've had a lot of visitors to the 
town in this summer, and they are extremely appreciative of the Tom Paine Press & Gallery, but a high proportion 
make a point of the parking difficulties, and several have said that they shop elsewhere because of this problem. In 
my mind there is no doubt that Lewes is losing a lot of trade through lack of parking, particularly at the west end of 
the town. Could you tell me if there any plans to improve the situation in the foreseeable future? Peter Chasseaud 
 
Answer: There is only limited space for parking in the upper end of the High Street both on the street and in car 
parks. This is a function of the historic character of the area and it would be extremely difficult and prohibitively 
expensive to create additional parking in this area without destroying the very thing that many people come to enjoy. 
There are no such plans. 



 
The parking scheme aims to make the best possible use of the limited parking space that is available and has been 
successful in doing so. It is now much easier to park in the High Street than it was before. The County Council has 
also made parking at County Hall, about 5 mins walk away, available to the public and while there is limited capacity 
during the week, there is plenty at weekends. 
 
Parking is a significant factor in visitors’ perception of a town but research suggests that the main deterrent is usually 
the lack of clear information (about where they can park, where that is relative to the places they want to visit, how 
long they can stay, how they pay, how much it will cost and so on – as well as about possible alternatives) rather 
than the availability of parking itself. People generally accept that ancient towns, like Lewes, have limited parking 
within their historic areas.  
 
Individual business have a role to play by ensuring that promotional material includes clear and specific information 
about where best to park and about public transport alternatives (Lewes enjoys good bus and rail access for a town 
of its size). Much of this info is available on the Council’s website and on those of the main transport operators.    
 

 
 
There are several events in Lewes that involve the participation of many local groups.  I'm thinking particularly of 
Bonfire Night, Carnival and Remembrance Day. For the carnival this year, we were allowed to park in the County Hall 
car park.  This made things considerably easier for participants to bring equipment needed (e.g. our band 
instruments) close to the start.  Could consideration be given to easing parking restrictions at other town events for 
those providing the services?  Remembrance day is a particular problem I believe. Jane Stewart, LGB Brass 
 
Answer: The County Council is very aware of its position in the local community and is always keen to assist local 
initiatives whenever and wherever it can reasonably do so. As you have acknowledged, we have made County Hall 
available for events in the past and will consider doing so for future events if asked. The earlier the request, the 
easier it will be for the Council to accommodate it.  
 
Throughout the year, our parking staff (and our contractor NSL) helps to facilitate numerous small local ‘special 
events’ in Lewes (funerals, street events, filming, processions, removals, building works etc.) by temporarily 
suspending controls or making other special arrangements. This often unsung work makes a valuable contribution to 
the smooth day to day functioning of the commercial, cultural and social life of the town.  For major events like 
Bonfire, we work closely with the Police over the management of parking.  
 
On Armistice Day, special arrangements are in place to allow motorists (and our contractor’s staff) to observe the two 
minutes silence. On the Remembrance Day Sunday, we liaise with the police over the arrangements for the 
procession and the band and others participating in the event are welcome to park at County Hall (parking is free on 
Sunday). 
 

 

Further Questions with no names attached with answers provided  

1.    I have always said that the Lewes Parking Scheme has resulted in 2 classes of people. Those who pay 
and those that don't. This 2-tier system has resulted in the chaos that has ensued (all or nothing) 

 Noted. 

 2.     Please could it be possible to repair road at Clifford Dann junction with Albion Street and School Hill. 
VERY DANGEROUS. 



An inspection was carried out of the junction of School Hill and Albion Street. Whilst visually unappealing, the road 
surface is in a safe condition and does not warrant any immediate remedial work. On a positive note, School Hill is 
included in our 2 year programme of major surfacing works and is currently programmed for works during next 
February half term. Budgets permitting, it is hoped to take advantage of the necessary road closures to resurface 
Albion Street at the same time. 

3.    Get the CEOs to properly police the scheme and not just concentrate on car parks and bays. 

CEOs are expected to patrol and enforce all aspects of the parking scheme not solely the car parks and on-street 
bays. Enforcement of other restrictions such as yellow lines, bus stops and dropped kerbs, are an essential aspect of 
the scheme to ensure that traffic flow and pedestrian safety are not hindered. 

It would be extremely helpful if we could be made aware of any particular areas of concern. 

4.    Parking - very little vision given to alternative/public transport. There are too many cars for the spaces 
available - rather than increase the spaces can we decreased the private vehicle use? 

The parking scheme in Lewes was an integral part of a wider transport “vision” for the town which was set out in 
“Signposts to 2010”.  That vision recognised that space in Lewes, particularly in the historic core, was very limited 
and the strategy aimed to ensure that the limited space was used to best effect.  The strategy specifically aimed to 
reduce the amount of car use in the historic core by reducing the need for travel, by encouraging walking, cycling, car 
sharing and public transport and by reducing “churning” of traffic searching for a parking place.  

There is, of course, always scope for doing more.  However, following the introduction of the parking scheme, bus 
operators reported that they were able to operate through the town much more reliably and were able to access bus 
stops better (because they are less often obstructed by parked vehicles).  This, they say, has been a significant 
factor in enhancing the attractiveness of their services.  Also, since the parking scheme was introduced, the number 
of vehicles on roads in the centre of Lewes has significantly reduced whilst the numbers of people parking in the 
centre has somewhat increased.    

5.      The scope of the parking review must be wide enough to shape the 2011 parking contract. 

The scope of the review will be wide and, although the enforcement contract will be sufficiently flexible to allow for 
variations in the scheme, it will be timely to have the results of the review before the new contract begins. 

6.    Please remove the unused pay and display bay in Mayhew Way. 

This will be considered, along with other issues, within the parking review. 

7.     When the parking scheme is reviewed in November, will you please ensure that the wider community is 
allowed to submit its views and not just those living within the present zones. 

The review will give an opportunity for anyone with an interest in the scheme to express a view. 

8.     Are the minutes of the parking board on our website?  

 Although the minutes of the parking board were not previously on our website, the web page has been updated and 
now includes minutes of the board. 

9.     What is our policy position in relation to resident’s permits for new developments? What too is the legal 
position if through the planning process parking permits are not seen as part of the development? 



Any new developments should not be eligible for parking permits, however, this is only possible to enforce if the 
condition is built into the planning development. If it is not part of the planning conditions we are unable to refuse a 
residents permit. 

10.    There was concern about people parking in the bus stop to "nip" into shops and NSL don’t ever seem 
to do anything about it.  

Civil Enforcement Officers can and should enforce this. This type if contravention would result in an instant Penalty 
Charge Notice (PCN). However, it does depend on a CEO being in the vicinity when this occurs and that the driver 
does not return to vehicle and drive away before the PCN is issued, printed and affixed to the vehicle. We can ensure 
that NSL are aware of this concern and ask them to pay particular attention to bus stops whilst they are on patrol. 

It would be extremely helpful if we could be made aware of any particular areas of concern. 

11.    What will be the final scope of our review? 

The review will cover on-street parking in the town of Lewes and the villages of Falmer, Barcombe and Ringmer.  It 
will focus on the existing controlled parking zone in Lewes and the centres of the villages but no rigid boundary is 
being set. 

12.    Can we reprint the coloured maps showing parking zones fro the B&Bs in the town, apparently we said 
we would do this? 

We are not aware of a requirement to print the maps for the local B&Bs and is not something we have any 
knowledge of doing in the past.. The maps showing the parking zones are available on our web site at the following 
link www.eastsussex.gov.uk/roadsandtransport/parking/download.htm . 

It should be noted that the following the review the maps will become out of date, and we will reprint with information 
relevant to the parking scheme. 

13.   Does the parking scheme make a surplus and can we provide the parking accounts from the start of the 
scheme to date?  

 This information is available in the annual parking reports which are available on our website : 
www.eastsussex.gov.uk/roadsandtransport/parking/annualreport.htm  

  

   NB : the surplus to date has been reinvested on scheme set up costs and any damage to parking meters has been 
added to that years operating costs affecting the surplus generated. The sum also is for covering the parking review. 
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14.   Was Station Street knocked out during the recent cuts to capital funding? If not when do we anticipate 
this vital improvement work to pavements happening? 

 The County Council's Lead Member for Transport and Environment considered a report on Station Street in 
February this year, following receipt of a petition that was presented to the County Council by Cllr Rosalyn St Pierre 
in December 2009. The petition called on the County Council to extend the pavements on either side of Station 
Street. 

 The Integrated Transport Capital Programme agreed by Lead Member in March 2009 included a scheme to address 
the air quality issues of Lewes. The scheme is referred to as the "White Hill/Fisher Street/West Street scheme". The 
aim of the scheme is twofold: firstly to improve the air quality in the Lewes Air Quality Management Area and 
secondly, to improve facilities for pedestrians. This scheme will be developed in three phases. The second phase will 
consider how traffic flow could be improved along Fisher Street and Station Street and how conditions for 
pedestrians using the footways could be improved. This will include a review of all street furniture to identify whether 
it could be removed or how it could be modified to minimise its impact on pedestrians.  

The "White Hill/ Fisher Street/ West Street" scheme was provisionally included in the County Council’s Integrated 
Transport Capital Programme which is reviewed annually and which was agreed by the Lead member for Transport 
and Environment in March 2010. Phases 2 and 3 of the White Hill/ Fisher Street/ West Street scheme were 
provisionally included on an indicative list of schemes for possible inclusion in the Capital Programme between 
2011/12 to 2014/15.  

The County Council will not be able to formulate its capital programme for 2011/12 until it has received its annual 
funding settlement from the Government in December 2010. This funding settlement will reflect the outcome of the 
recent Comprehensive Spending Review in which a significant reduction in the amount of money available to local 
government was announced.  

 Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can help further. 

 Regards 

 Rupert Clubb  
Director of Transport and Environment  
Transport and Environment Department  
East Sussex County Council  
Tel : 01273 482200  
E-mail : rupert.clubb@eastsussex.gov.uk  

 


